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M.AXIMUM ‘RATES OF CONTROL MOTION

FROIJ GROUHD TESTS

By De 1?. Beeler

O3TAI NED

Ground tests were conducted in a specially constructed
cockpit rig to determine the maximum. rates of control-
stick (elevator) T,otion and the correspcriding maximum
stick forces that could be exerted, as based on results
obtained with a number of pilots.

The measurements indicate that the maximum rate of
~us’h on the control sttc-k yLs greater tlian th,e rnaxlmum
rate of pull; that the maximum rate of either push or
pull is less when a.mental restrictioil is imposed upon
the pilot; and. that the maximum rates at which the pilot
thought he would ap:ply elevator control forces in flight
are considerably less than the rates at which he could
aOply tb.ese forces with. the same stick stiffness.

TNTR5DUCTION

The maximum rates of control motion as well as the
maximum forces that a pilot can exert on the elevator
controls must be taken into account in the formulation of
rational design criterions for dynamic tail load computa-
tions. The maximum tail load consistent with the load
factor in vertical-plane maneuvers results when an elevator
motion is specified in wh-ich the elevator is moved. as
rapidly as possible to a maxin.um. value and held there for
such a time that, when tkle controls are abruptly reversed,
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the maximum allowable positive load factor is just reached.
Several investigations that ?lave some bearing on. this su’~-
ject (references 1, 2, and ~) have already been completed,
but they do not yield sufficient data orI the rate of
control motion. In references 1 and 2 the emphasis is
placed on the quickness with which a maximum force can be
developed, whereas in ref’ere.nce 3 tests of the maxiinu.m
steady i’orces applied by a pilot in various positions was
reported,

Tne question of bow the pilot actually moves the con-
trols denends on such unpredictable variables as the
physiological and psychological makeup of’ the pilot, which
are in lxl.rninfluenced by the ‘ffeelllof the airplane.
This subject 5.s largely outside the scope of the oresent
pape~, which presents mainly the results of tests made
expressly to determine the eff’ect 0J7 several variables on
the maximum possible rates of stick motion. Nine pilots,
varying in o’hysical. fitness and i.n flyin~ experience,
participated in the performance of these tests.

The rig used in the tests (see fi~. 1) consfsted of
an adjustable bucket-type pilotrs seat, a control stick,
and a rudder bar that wer@ mo~lnted on a heavy wooden table.
The relative positions of tine selt, stick, and rudder bar
were similar to those used in pr’esent-day fi~hter a5.r-
pltines. A resisting force was applied to the stick by
means of two preloaded spiral sprfn~s, which were attached
at one end to a movable shelf that was installed under the
table top. The other ends of the springs were attached
to a collar, which could sl:de on a projection of the
stick that extendqd below the table top. Adjusting the
height of the shelf’ and of the collar permitted different
spring restraints to be “imposed on the stick.

It was realized at the outset that general relation-
sh~.ps ttia”t Would hold for all cases could not be estab-
lished between the force and the stick deflection. Wt th
the type of control motion contemplated, an adjustment of
the springs such that an additional restraint would. be
imposed during the return motion appeared. necessary.
This adjustment would be in accordance with conditions that
would occur ~..nflight when an angular velocity was present
and a conver::ent elevator WaS used. For this purpose, an
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adjustable nonreturn mechanism was attached to the spring
&– supplying-the restraintin -the pull d.ire.ction... ..The

action of. this apparatus is illustrated in figure 2, which
shows the time variation obtained for the stick position
and the stick force with the.mechanism in operation. A
diagrammatic view of the stick system. is also shown on
this figure. A strict interpretation of the results of
figure 2 in terms of the corresponding aerodynamic parame-
ters of the substitute elevator is not possible because
varying values of the parameters would be obtained for
different parts of the curve.’

The position of’ the stick was recorded by a control-
position recorder mounted on top of the table. A timer,
also mounted on top of the table, was used to impress
timing signals or, the control-position record in order
that accurate time histories could be obtained. The
relation between the stick position and the stick force
was obtained by separate calibrations for which the stick
was pulled back slowly by a spring scale witln the shelf
in each of the positions used during the tests.

A thigh belt was used to secure the pilot in the
seat. Although the belt restricted the reach of the
pilot, the results obtained by its use were believed to
be more consistent than would be obtained if no belt were
used.

Three types of stick motion were investigated. For
each type, resisting forces of 33,5, 16.6, 8.3,
and 4.2 pounds per inch of’ control-stick displacement were
imposed on the control stick. For the first part of
the investigation, measurements were made of the maximum
rate and corresponding maximum force obtained when the
stick was pulled and then pushed as rapidly as possible
with no limitation as to either displacement or force.
In addition, one pilot was iilstructed to move the control
stick in this same mm.ner with no resisting force other
than inertia on the stick.

For the second part of the investigation, the pilot
was requested to use only one-half the displacement ob-
tained in the first part. This condition was thought to
simulate more nearly the flight condition inasmuch as the
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pilot would generally be constra~ned as to amount of’ de-
flection by the knowledge that in flight he might obtain
larger accelerations tht~.nhe could comfortably stand.

For the third part of the investigation, measurements
were made of the maximum rate and. coi-responding maximum
f’orces at which the subject pilot thought he would move
the control stick to pull out from a @ivin& att~tu.de if
forces similar to those applied to the cockpit rig were
experienced in the dive. These measurements are limited
in that they depended on the extent of flying experience
and imagination of each or the subject pilots.

The maximum rates for the tests of the three types
of stick motion were obtained directly from the record
films by measuring the maximum slopes thereon and the
rate of film travel at the midpoint of the maximum slope.
L!aximum forces also were ohtaineu from the film records
by reading the maximum deflections of the StiCk.

ACC’LTRACY

The measurew,ents of the control-stick rates are
‘1O inches per second,whereasbelieved to be accurate to -

the rmas-~rements for m.aximurn st~.ck forces are accurate
to f~ pounds. These values are largely based upon the
accuracy to wh.i.cblthe film records can be read.

i?ESTJLTSAI?D DISCUSSION

The results of the measurements made to determine
the maximum rates at which a pilot can move the control
stick with various restraints ir~ the control system are
presented in figures j to 12. These figures show that
considerable scatter exists in the data. When this
scatter ‘was first noted, consideration was given to

plotting the maximum rate of stick movement for each pilot
against the power exerted at the time of maximum rate in
order to reduce the scatter. The scatter, however, still

persisted and it was finally decided to plot the maximum
rates against either the maximum foi”ce or the maximum
stick displacement for a given run without distin.guishing

between pilots.
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All the results given in figures 3 to 6 have one
*, thing. in.c.o~won; that is, with an increase in the maximum

stick force there is a definite decrease’ in the maximum
rate of stick motion. This result contradicts results
of previous tests (reference 1), which report that forces
have little or no effect on the rate of control movements
provided they are within the pilot?s capability.

Figures 7 to 10 show that the maximum rate also
increases with stick displacement. This variation is to
be expected from the results in figures 3 to 6, however,
because with the system used the force is proportional to
the displacement.

Comparison of the results shown in figure 11 and 12,
which represent the measurements made to determine the
maximum rates of stick motion during simulated dive pull-
outs , with results shown in figures 9 and 10 shows that
the maximum rates at which the pilots think they would
move the stick is considerably lower than the rate at
which they could move the stick. All the pilots were of
the opinion that the highest value of restraint used in
the tests was more than would be experienced with present-
day airplanes; however, records of’ such forces obtained
in flight on fighter-bomber airplanes indicate that re-
straints of this magnitude may exist.

A summary of the rates of stick motion given in
table I shows that the rate of motion is from 25 to
60 percent greater in the push direction than in the pull
direction. Factors that contribute to this difference
are: (1) the returning force introduced by the system
used effected the first part of the pushing motion,
(2) the distance the stick maybe moved is greater in the
push direction, and (j) the pilot is in a more favorable
position for performing the pushing operation.

From the summary given in table I it may also be
seen that the maximum rates obtained in either direction
o.fmotion with no restriction were from 20 to 50 percent
greater than those obtained with a restriction as to the
amount of travel. This difference in the rate seems a
reasonable one in view of the restrictions imposed. It
also seems reasonable that different results would be
obtained if a different restriction had been imposed on
the pilot.
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CONCLUSIONS

‘rests conducted by means of e specially constructed
coclqpit rig tO determine w.axirmmfirates of control-stick
~oti~n indicate t!ce following ~onc~.usfon~:

1. The maximum rates of stick mov~ment are greater
in. the pus’n direction than in pull. whether there is a
wjental restrictitcn or no restriction. irposecl c,n the
pilot as “to stick tral”el.

3. The maxir?’um rate at which a pilot believed that
he woluld.move the control stick is considerably lower’ than
the rate at which he cculd. move the stick.

Langley Mew-orial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

~arlgley $ield, Vtl.

1, Superintended.t, Royal Air~raft Factory: Experiments
on the Possible Rate at Which a !iilot Can Pull
Back the Control :Oaluxn in an Aeroplane. 1?,& 1!.
Fo. 282, 3riti.sh A.C.A., 191~.

5“ (wugh, Iv. N. , and se=~j ~. E.: Limitations of the
Filet in Apply in< Forces to Airplane Contrcls.
NACA TN No. 550, 1?36.
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RATES OF STICK lilOTION

i
~ Maximum rates of stick motion

I (in./sec)
~tick force
~er unit I ITorestrictions

~iiplacement
(lb/in. ) Pul1

Minimum Maximum

o 75 lko

4.2 )+7 110

8.? 49 103

16,6 33 30

33.3 23 53

—.—

Push

Minimum

105

80

65

47

33

ilaximum
——.

251

llj.o

124

107

63

—. —

With mental restrictions

lJinimun

---.----

35

31

22

18

PU31 Push

TMaximum Minimum

------- -------

99 66

68 55

47 37

33 25

!aximum

.- - -- - -.. .

114

100

80

ho
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Figure

(a) Three -quar,ter front view.

(b) Side view.

1 .- Cockpit rig used to obtain maximum rates of control
motion.
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l-Pu6h-resist.ingtension spring
2-Pull-resisting tension spring
3-Mechanism allowing part b of 2 to

move toward left only.(Positioned
aft*r 8djU6tmerit of 5)

4,5-Means for adjusting pre-tension of
1,2

F2gure ,~. TypJ.Q. ttie hi.stmi 0$ sti’ekforce and dlsplac.emea~
~@i adjustd?,il~nonreturn mechanism on cockpit rig is used.
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Figs . 11,12 NACA RB No. L4E31

figure //. – Vdriation of maximum rote of stick m o?ion with
muximum stick dlsp/ucement obtoined In ground tests
during o simulated pull - OUC P1/ /&ce exzvtad.
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Figure /2?. - Vor/fftfon of muximum rate of stick motion with
moximum stick displacement obfoined 1> ground tests
during o simulated pu//- out; PuJfi &rce exerfd
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